One of the key problems for large-vocabulary ASR is the detection of unknown or misrecognized portions of the input. This paper presents results obtained using a local rejection algorithm. The algorithm is derived from the two-pass recognition algorithm by Murveit [3] and is used to detect misrecognized portions based on the number per frame of active words during the second pass. The hypothesis underlying the algorithm is that recognition on unexpected data, i.e. noise or out-of-vocabulary (OOV) words, is likely to result in activation of more words, since no word matches the data well; on the other hand, when the match is good, fewer words should be active.
INTRODUCTION
Although the performance of ASR systems is now very good even for very large vocabulary, there are still important problems which need to be resolved in some acceptable way. Among these problems are adaptation to unmatched acoustical conditions, the detection of unknown input and the detection of OOV words or misrecognized portions of input. in a previous paper 111, we presented solutions based on the same approach to the first two problems. This paper concentrates on the last problem.
The problem of detecting OOV words has been traditionally tackled by approaches similar to those used in keyword spotting. The use of garbage models 141 is one of the most popular of these approaches. However, the approach here is different. No special model is used. Instead each word is used as a garbage model for all other words, since it is the local score difference between the chosen word and the second (or more) best choice which is used as rejection criterion. The hypothesis behind this is that recognition on unexpected data is likely to result in many "medium" hypotheses instead of one "strong" hypothesis. The way this idea is implemented is by first computing a word lattice and then looking at the density of this lattice at each time frame.
THE LOCAL REJECTION ALGORITHM
The local rejection algorithm is derived from the two pass recognition algorithm by Murveit [3] . This algorithm consists of a forward pass followed by a backward pass. In the forward pass, all active word ending likelihoods are kept in a vector (forward scores). The number of scores kept is controlled by the value of the forward beam search. In our case we used two such beams: a general beam and an end word beam [2] .
In the backward pass, the forward scores are combined with the backward scores to compute the "global score" of every active word pair. This global score is equivalent to the probability of the best word sequence containing this word pair. Then, the word pairs with global score within a certain beam width of the most likely sentence (known as the heuristic beam, or forward-backward beam) are used to build a lattice. This lattice is finally used to compute a density array on which is based the local rejection. The detailed steps of the whole process follow.
. 1 . ForwarcUBackward Pass
The forward pass is a standard Viterbi in which -at each frame t , arm the score at the end of each active word m . is memorized; 
The value of these variables is set for a given word pair (m .F .) 
JJ

DensityArray
The following pseudo-code is used to fill out a density array using the activation data cumulated in the second pass. It uses a stack to store activation word period with which is associated the following information: starf, end (frame numben) and wno (word number). b is a special symbol indicating the beginning of the signal, e a special symbol indicating the end of the signal. 
Rejection Criteria
Rejection is performed using the segmentation of the top-scoring word sequence hypothesis and the density array. That is, for each word of this solution, the number of frames for which the word count density is higher than a given value d is computed. Then, if the ratio between this number of frames and the total duration of that word in frames is higher than a given threshold (0.6 in our test), the word is replaced by a special alt symbol.
The alt symbol is not counted as an insertion and can match any number of words in the reference string in order to decrease the total error rate (see section 3.2. for concrete examples). Clearly the use of the alt symbol is only a mechanism to estimate the error rate. In real applications, other more appropriate treatment of the rejected words would have to be built. Section 4. gives some examples.
RESULTS
This local rejection algorithm was applied to two databases: the digit data of Macrophone and part of the WSJ 5K November test data 1993.
Digit Macrophone Data Results
The Macrophone digit data were used to compare our local rejection algorithm to a more or less classical garbage model approach. In this approach, a one distribution garbage model is used. The garbage model unique distribution is computed at each frame. Its value is equal to the maximum distribution for that frame minus a given threshold. That means that its value varies from one sentence to the other and inside the same sentence. The smaller the threshold, the more rejection will occur, the bigger the threshold, the less rejection will occur.
In the test using the Macrophone digit data, words like "area code", "'dash'', "tack" were considered OOV, i.e. the acceptable vocabulary was reduced to include only the 10 digits. There were 895 of them. The Hh4Ms used were discrete tree based states tied distribution. In figure 1 , we compare the performance of the two methods in detecting OOV words. As can be seen, both methods obtain more or less similar results. But OOV word detection is not the only evaluation criterion to consider, so in figure 2, we also looked at the non-OOV word rejection. The error rate is obtained as in figure 1 .
However, the non-OOV words results may be misleading. The fact that a non-OOV is rejected by the algorithm does not mean the algorithm is wrong. It may be that this vocabulary word is not at all the one which has been pronounced. In that case, its rejection is not really a mistake. We thus decided to compute the error and rejection rate in another way, which is detailed in the next section.
. 2 . WSJ Results
Since the distinction between OOV words and non-OOV words is no longer relevant, the rejection rate is simply defined as the proportion of words in the reference string which are in a "bad match" portion of the signal. The word error rate is then computed only on the remaining portion of the signal. The example below illustrates the process: The HMMs used were discrete tree based states tied models trained ( M E training) on SI-284.
spoken: UNDER THE OLD PLAN FEDERAL EMPLOYEES WEREN'T ELIGIBLE FOR SOCIAL SECURITY BENEFITS
We can then also better illustrate (figure 4) the real impact of the approach on the Macrophone data. On the digit-only Macrophone data, a rejection rate of 5.71% with an error rate of 7.52% yielded a 40.60% reduction in word error rate (= (12.66-7.52)/12.66*100),andarejectionrateof21.36%withan error rate of 3.0056, a 76.30% reduction in word error rate in relation to an original 12.66% error rate.
FUTURE WORK
The next logical step will be to assess the potential of this local rejection algorithm for making corrections. Since the main advantage of the density array approach is due to the fact that it can offer altematives to the rejected portion of signal, it would be logical to see if those alternatives may be used to correct the rxiisrecognized portions. One approach would be to rescore, using higher level knowledge like trigrams, the different alternatives found in the lanice. Although lattice rescoring is common practice, it is always demanding in time since the entire lattice has to be rescored. The rescoring of only portions of it could accelerate the process.
In more interactive applications, dialogue mechanisms based on the list of activated words corresponding to a rejected portion or display mechanisms such as reverse video and pop-up list could be considered.
Finally, in hopes of increasing its rejection capability, the same rejection algorithm could be coupled with better lattice building algorithms such as, for example, the word-dependent N-best [3] .
